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Social Network Analysis of Patient Sharing Among
Hospitals in Orange County, California
Bruce Y. Lee, MD, MBA, Sarah M. McGlone, MPH, Yeohan Song, Taliser R. Avery, BS, Stephen Eubank, PhD, Chung-Chou Chang, PhD, Rachel R. Bailey,
MPH, Diane K. Wagener, PhD, Donald S. Burke, MD, Richard Platt, MD, and Susan S. Huang, MD, MPH

In many ways, hospitals in a county are
analogous to individual people within a social
network. Both people and hospitals have in-
dividual characteristics (e.g., height, weight, age,
and gender for people; bed capacity, facility
type, and payer mix for hospitals). People
exhibit behaviors; hospitals implement policies
and interventions. Just as people are connected
by social ties and interactions, hospitals are
often connected to each other through sharing
patients, because patients discharged from one
hospital may be admitted to other hospitals
in the same region. Similar to social interactions
among people, patient sharing can have signif-
icant implications for disease and patient-
demographic epidemiology (e.g., hospital-
acquired infections) and the impact of disease
control measures, patient education and pre-
vention programs, and fiscal policies.1–3

Social network constructs have been applied
to individuals in populations to better under-
stand the spread of behaviors, ideas,4–10 and
diseases4,11–13 and their control measures.4,12,7

However, to our knowledge our study is the first
to apply social network frameworks and mea-
sures to hospitals to understand how hospitals
within a county are interconnected by patient
sharing. We collected data from all acute care
health facilities in a large United States county
and constructed a social network model repre-
senting their patient-sharing connections. We
used social network analyses to determine and
characterize:

d The amount of patient sharing occurring and
the heterogeneity of this sharing among
different hospitals,

d Whether certain hospitals had a greater in-
fluence over the patient-sharing network and
what characteristics may predict that influence,

d How patient sharing correlated with geo-
graphic distance (i.e., whether hospitals that
were closer together were more likely to
share patients), and

d The proportion of patient sharing that oc-
curred via direct patient transfers, as opposed
to patients being discharged and having an
intervening stay in the community before
being readmitted to another hospital.

METHODS

We used patient-level hospital discharge
data from 2005 to 2006 for all 32 hospitals in
Orange County, California, obtained from the
California Office of Statewide Health Planning
and Development.14 These hospitals serve 3.1
million people residing in 148 zip codes. The
United States Census Bureau’s 2006 American
Community Survey provided additional descrip-
tive data for Orange County. Of the 32 hospitals,
6 were long-term acute care facilities serving
patients with prolonged high-level medical needs
(e.g., mechanical ventilation).

We used UCINET for Windows version 6.0
(Analytic Technologies, Lexington, KY) to con-
duct social network analyses. Our analyses

considered 2 general patient-sharing networks,
on the basis of whether patients discharged
from a hospital in 2005 were admitted to any
other Orange County hospital within 365 days:

d Uninterrupted patient-sharing (UPS) network:
This network counted patients transferred
directly from one hospital to another in the
same calendar day without an intervening stay
in a nonacute care setting or the community at
large. Two hospitals had an uninterrupted tie
if one transferred patients directly to the other.

d Total patient-sharing (TPS) network: This
network included both direct patient trans-
fers (UPS) and patient sharing occurring after
an intervening stay in the community or
a nonhospital setting. Two hospitals had a
tie if they shared a patient within 1 year of
each other. The UPS network is a subset of
the TPS network.

We also calculated how much patient shar-
ing was occurring with hospitals outside Or-
ange County.

Objectives. We applied social network analyses to determine how hospitals

within Orange County, California, are interconnected by patient sharing, a system

which may have numerous public health implications.

Methods. Our analyses considered 2 general patient-sharing networks: un-

interrupted patient sharing (UPS; i.e., direct interhospital transfers) and total

patient sharing (TPS; i.e., all interhospital patient sharing, including patients with

intervening nonhospital stays). We considered these networks at 3 thresholds of

patient sharing: at least 1, at least 10, and at least 100 patients shared.

Results. Geographically proximate hospitals were somewhat more likely to

share patients, but many hospitals shared patients with distant hospitals.

Number of patient admissions and percentage of cancer patients were associ-

ated with greater connectivity across the system. The TPS network revealed

numerous connections not seen in the UPS network, meaning that direct

transfers only accounted for a fraction of total patient sharing.

Conclusions. Our analysis demonstrated that Orange County’s 32 hospitals

were highly and heterogeneously interconnected by patient sharing. Different

hospital populations had different levels of influence over the patient-sharing

network. (Am J Public Health. 2011;101:707–713. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2010.

202754)
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We created social network diagrams (socio-
grams) in which each node represented a hos-
pital and each edge (connection between 2
nodes) represented patient sharing. Node size
was proportional to the hospital’s bed capacity.
Nodes were arranged in a circular pattern
clockwise in order of decreasing bed capacity
(largest hospital positioned at 6 o’clock), with
the long-term acute care facilities ordered in-
dependently after the other hospitals. Edges
were directional (i.e., if Hospital A sent patients
to Hospital B but did not receive patients from
Hospital B, then Hospital B was connected to
Hospital A but not vice-versa; patient sharing
is directed from A to B). Arrows indicated
patient-sharing direction; a double-arrowed
line implied a symmetric connection. Socio-
grams were binary with an edge present if
patient-sharing volume (N) between 2 hospitals
exceeded a threshold number (N‡1, N‡10,
or N‡100).

Social Network Measures

Our analysis calculated the following general
network measures, which describe the degree
of connectivity for the entire Orange County
hospital network15:

d Geodesic distance: smallest number of inter-
hospital ties (edges) that connect one hospital
to another.

d Diameter: largest geodesic distance in the
network, that is, the greatest distance be-
tween any pair of hospitals (greater diame-
ter=network less tightly connected).

d Density: number of actual existing ties di-
vided by the total number of possible ties in
a network (lower density=greater heteroge-
neity).

For each hospital we calculated the following
centrality measures:

d Degree: a hospital’s total number of connec-
tions.

d In-degree: total number of different hospitals
that send patients to the given hospital (high
in-degree=a hospital highly influenced by
others=high prominence).

d Out-degree: total number of different hospi-
tals that receive patients from a given hospital
(high out-degree=a hospital that highly in-
fluences others=high influence).

d Betweenness: number of times a given hos-
pital is part of the shortest path between 2
others (i.e., serves as a necessary intermedi-
ary).

Centrality measures indicate the degree of
connectedness between a given member and
all other network members. Highly connected
hospitals may affect or be affected by more
hospitals, whereas relatively isolated hospitals
may have little impact. To identify hospitals
with which each hospital most closely inter-
acted, we identified each hospital’s 1-step ego
network, consisting of the hospital (ego) and
all hospitals connected to it by an edge.

Hospital Characteristics Associated

With Social Network Measures

We used Stata version 10 (StataCorp, Col-
lege Station, TX) to evaluate the associations
between centrality measures and various hos-
pital characteristics, including annual admis-
sions, mean length of stay, and proportion of
patients meeting the following criteria: younger
than 18 years, White race, Hispanic ethnicity,
using Medicare, using Medicaid, diagnosis of
certain ICD-9 coded diseases (e.g., diabetes,
liver disease, renal disease, cancer, methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus, and Clostridium
difficile), and recent surgery. Univariable testing
determined which characteristics (continuous
variables) were associated with each centrality
measure (each dichotomized by its median
value). We entered variables associated at a
less than or equal to 0.15 (on the basis of
univariable testing) into a forward stepwise
multivariable model, retaining variables at a
less than 0.20. The small sample size motivated
us to enter and retain probabilities that were
greater than the typical values (0.10 and 0.15)
to avoid nonsignificant association because of
insufficient power.

We used a rank-based method to assess the
correlation between geodesic and geographic
distances by calculating the Spearman correla-
tion coefficients (q) between hospitals’ dis-
tances in the network (excluding hospitals
without ties). We conducted additional analy-
ses using a 30-day time horizon instead of 1
year (i.e., we determined the TPS on the basis
of whether patients discharged from one hos-
pital were admitted to any other Orange
County hospital within 30 days).

RESULTS

The number of admissions over the 2005
calendar year ranged from 47 to 29741
(median=8532; mean=9999; SD=7893).
The mean length of stay ranged from 4 days to
44 days (median=5; mean=9; SD=10). For
the hospital patient populations, the percentage
of White patients ranged from 15% to 93%
(median=77%; mean=72%; SD=21%), the
percentage of pediatric patients ranged from
0% to 99% (median=17%; mean=23%;
SD=27%), the percentage of Medicare pa-
tients ranged from 0% to 92% (median=32%;
mean=35%; SD=21%), and the percentage of
Medi-Cal (California Medicaid) patients ranged
from 2% to 66% (median=15%; mean=21%;
SD=21%).

A vast majority of all patient sharing
(86.6%) occurred between Orange County
hospitals. Of direct transfers for patients ad-
mitted to Orange County hospitals, 23.5%
(SD=18.4%) were to a hospital in a neighbor-
ing county, and 74.5% (SD=20.3%) were
within Orange County. Among total patient
transfers (discharge from an Orange County
hospital and readmission to another hospital),
86.6% were to another hospital within Orange
County, and 22.7% (SD=29.3%) were to
a hospital outside Orange County.

Total Patient Sharing

Figure 1 shows TPS network sociograms for
3 patient-sharing thresholds. All hospital pairs
shared at least 1 patient over the year (network
density=81.1%). Most (88.3%) connections
were reciprocal. Increasing the sharing thresh-
old to at least10 patients over the year still left
a highly interconnected network (network
density=46.1%) with mostly reciprocated
connections (82.1%). Only the smallest hos-
pital by bed size (a long-term acute care
facility) had no connections at this threshold.
The threshold of at least 100 patients yielded
much greater heterogeneity (network den-
sity=7.0%). Six hospitals at this threshold
had no connections, and fewer (68.3%) had
reciprocal connections than were seen at
lower thresholds. Eight hospitals (including
4 long-term acute care facilities) did not
send at least 100 patients to other hospitals,
and 7 (including 2 long-term acute care
facilities) did not receive at least 100 patients
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that had been at other hospitals previously
during the year.

General network measures revealed the TPS
network to be fairly tightly connected. When
sharing at least 10 patients, the diameter (the
longest distance between 2 hospitals in the
network) was 4 (4 hospital pairs had this
geodesic distance); 93.7% of hospital pairs had
a geodesic distance of 2 or less, and 4.3% had
a geodesic distance of 4 or more. Increasing
the patient threshold to at least 100 resulted in

the network being less connected; only 33.8%
of hospital pairs had a geodesic distance of 2
or less, and 46.2% had a geodesic distance of
4 or more. The TPS diameter was 7 (3 pairs
had this geodesic distance).

Uninterrupted Patient Sharing

As Figure 1 demonstrates, many hospitals
connected by TPS were not connected by UPS,
such that the UPS substantially underrepre-
sented the TPS. A comparison of the

sociograms in Figure1shows that UPS between
hospitals was much less common than was TPS
(UPS vs TPS network density=45.9% vs
81.1%, at a threshold of 1). This difference
was even greater when the sharing threshold
was 10 patients (UPS vs TPS network den-
sity=9.6% vs 46.1%). In fact, only 1 hospital
directly transferred 100 or more patients to
another over the year (UPS vs TPS network
density=0.1% vs 7.0%). Thus, the ratios of
UPS to TPS network densities (proportion of
patient sharing represented by direct transfers)
were 56.6%, 20.8%, and 1.4% at thresholds
of at least 1, at least 10, and at least 100
patients shared, respectively. Because the UPS
network captured only a fraction of the TPS,
the remainder of our results description focuses
primarily on the TPS network.

Individual hospital centrality measures fur-
ther demonstrated the connection heterogene-
ity (TPS‡100 network). Hospital out-degree
ranged from 0 to 7 (median=2). Although the
mode was 0 (8 hospitals), 7 hospitals had
out-degrees of 3. Hospital in-degree ranged
from 0 to 6 (median=2; mode=1; 7 hospitals).
Many hospitals had unequal sharing. Eight
hospitals had out-degrees greater than in-
degrees—the number of patient transfers they
discharged was higher than was the number of
patient transfers they admitted—and 6 hospi-
tals had greater in-degrees than out-degrees.
Hospital betweenness revealed differences in
different hospitals’ involvement in the network,
ranging from 0 to 184 (median and mode=0).
Eighteen hospitals had 0 betweenness (i.e.,
they were not a necessary intermediary be-
tween any pair of hospitals). Six had between-
ness greater than 100. Another 6 hospitals
served as key players in brokering connections
between different hospital pairs.

There was considerable variability in hospi-
tal ego networks, as can be seen in Figure 2.
TPS (N‡100) ego networks identified relatively
isolated hospitals as well as highly connected
hospitals. Among hospitals with more expan-
sive ego networks, some played greater in-
termediary roles than others, meaning that
more hospitals had to go through the ego to
reach the other hospitals. The ego networks’
average geodesic distances ranged from
0 to 1.33 (median=0), density ranged from
0 to 100 (median=29.2), and diameter ranged
from 0 to 2 (median=0).

Note. Hospital patients were admitted during the 2005 calendar year. Diagrams on the left side are binary sociograms of the

total patient-sharing network at 3 different patient-sharing thresholds: ‡ 1 patient (a), ‡ 10 patients (c), and ‡ 100 patients

(e). Diagrams on the right side are binary sociograms for the uninterrupted patient-sharing network at the same 3 patient-

sharing thresholds (b, d, and f, respectively).

FIGURE 1—Sociograms depicting patient sharing among all hospitals within 1 year of

discharge: 2005–2006, Orange County, CA.
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Hospital Characteristics Associated With

Measures of High Social Networking

An evaluation of whether hospital charac-
teristics (e.g., volume, percentage Medicare
patients, or other facility-level patient descrip-
tors) were associated with social network
measures revealed that only annual volume
and percentage of patients with cancer diag-
noses were associated with increased network
connections in multivariable testing (Table 1).
Univariate analysis showed number of 2005
admissions, percentage of cancer patients, and
percentage with recent surgery to be associated
with in-degree, out-degree, and betweenness.
Percentage of patients with diabetes was asso-
ciated with in-degree; percentage of White
patients was associated with out-degree. Multi-
ple regression models (Table 1) indicated that
annual admissions was significantly associated
with high network connectivity using all 3
centrality measures; hospitals with higher ad-
missions volume tended to be connected to
more hospitals. Nevertheless, the strength of
association between annual volume and net-
work connectivity was modest. The only other
variable associated with high connectivity was
percentage of cancer patients; hospitals with
higher percentages of cancer patients were
more likely to receive patients that had been
at other hospitals and to serve as the central
point of mixing, connecting hospital pairs that
otherwise would not have been connected.

Although some correlation existed between
geographic and geodesic distances, this corre-
lation was well below 100%. Hospitals in close
geographic proximity were somewhat more
likely to share patients, but much patient
sharing occurred between distant hospitals. For
the TPS network (N ‡10), correlations were
only modest (sending patients: q=0.42; re-
ceiving patients: q=0.44), meaning that geo-
graphic proximity accounted for less than half
of the patient-sharing likelihood. This likeli-
hood increased somewhat for higher thresh-
olds (for‡100 patients, sending: q=0.57; re-
ceiving: q=0.61).

Reducing the time horizon had some effects,
demonstrating that significant proportions of
patient sharing occurred in time frames that
were longer than 30 days. The 30-day TPS
network was less dense (had fewer connec-
tions) than was the year-long TPS network

Note. Results shown are for the total patient-sharing network at the ‡ 100 patients threshold. The star represents the ego

hospital.

FIGURE 2—Ego networks depicting 1-step connections of a relatively isolated hospital (a),

moderately connected hospital (b), and expansively connected hospital (c): 2005–2006,

Orange County, CA.
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(74.1% vs 81.1% at patient threshold‡1). The
30-day to 1-year network density ratios were
91.4%, 70.9%, and 21.4% at patient thresholds
of at least1, at least10, and at least100 patients,
respectively. The diameter for the threshold of
10 or more patients (4) was the same for the
30-day TPS network and for the 1-year TPS
network. However, increasing the threshold
to at least 100 showed considerable difference
in diameter (2 compared with 7). Centrality
measures also varied. Hospital out-degree
ranged from 0 to 2 (mode=0), in-degree
ranged from 0 to 4 (mode=0), and between-
ness ranged from 0 to 1 (mode=0). Despite
these significant differences, the same number
of hospitals had greater out-degrees than in-
degrees (8) and in-degrees than out-degrees (6)
as in the year-long network. The ego networks
of the 30-day TPS were also smaller at the
patient threshold of 100 or more. The largest
ego network had only 4 connections (com-
pared with 8 in the1-year network); its network
density ranged from 0 to 50 (median=0),
compared with the 0 to 100 seen in the year-
long network.

DISCUSSION

Researchers have used social network anal-
ysis to characterize the transmission of infec-
tious diseases, information (e.g., gossip), social
preferences (e.g., clothing styles), and habits (e.g.,
alcoholic beverage consumption) across popu-
lations of people.7 Social network analysis can
identify which players within a network may be
more influential and how changing players may
affect others.4,12,7 Analysis and understanding
of a social network can facilitate predictions of
the ramifications of different policies and

interventions.12,7,16 Social network analysis can
also help identify closely associated groups,
helping researchers and policymakers tailor pol-
icies and interventions.12

For readers unfamiliar with the US health
care system, it is important to realize that US
hospital patient sharing may be driven by

either the patient or the health care provider.
Many patients can choose which hospital they
use; some may select services and providers at

different locations.17,18 A patient’s health insur-
ance policy may be purchased individually,
purchased through or provided by employers, or
purchased through or provided by the state or

federal government (for low-income people or
those aged 65 years or older). The patient’s
insurance coverage determines the patient’s op-

tions for hospital admission, with some policies
being more restrictive.17,18 Each hospital accepts
reimbursement from a certain range of insurance

policies; changes in a patient’s policy may cause
changes in the hospitals available to that patient.
Uninsured patients have no such restrictions,

as long as they can pay their own expenses.
Alternatively, one hospital’s health care pro-
viders may refer or transfer patients to another

hospital. Hospitals that only provide basic ser-
vices may send patients with more complicated
medical problems to another hospital that offers

more comprehensive specialty care.19,20 A hos-
pital (or providers in that hospital) may arrange
to send patients to or receive patients from

specific hospitals or providers.18,21

Our analysis demonstrated that Orange
County hospitals are, like people, highly and
heterogeneously interconnected. Different
hospitals may influence the network in differ-
ent ways. In particular:

d Many hospital pairs shared more than 100
patients throughout the year (high network
density), and very few went ‘‘untouched’’ by
patients from other hospitals (low network
diameter).

d Patient sharing was often unequal: hospitals
sometimes received patients from many
other hospitals (high in-degree) but sent
patients to few hospitals (low out-degree).

d Some hospitals were heavily involved (high
betweenness) in patient sharing.

d Some shared patients with many hospitals
(extensive ego network), and others shared
patients with few hospitals (limited ego network).

These findings have numerous implica-
tions. First, a hospital is not an island when
making plans that could affect its patient
population, such as disease control measures,
patient education and prevention programs,
and fiscal policies. A hospital’s decisions may
affect other connected hospitals and vice
versa.7,20 Second, such an analysis could help
public health officials forecast disease epidemi-
ology, as in the spread of hospital-acquired
infection,7,12,22 or patient demographics, such as
predicting whether an increase in intravenous
drug use or chronic disease prevalence will
eventually be seen in other hospitals. For exam-
ple, changes in a hospital’s patient population
may immediately affect hospitals with which it
has close ties.23,24

Third, when regional public health policies
such as patient education or disease control
measures are implemented in a situation dur-
ing which scarce resources preclude blanket
policy changes, highly interconnected hospitals
(e.g., high betweenness) may be initial targets.25

Fourth, such an analysis may enable better un-
derstanding of legal and fiscal policy change
ramifications.26,27 For example, closing a highly
interconnected hospital or reducing its services
could affect the region more than doing the same
for a relatively isolated hospital.26,28–30 Finally,
focusing only on direct transfers overlooks
a large proportion of total patient sharing. A
hospital administrator may know where a hospi-
tal directly transfers patients to or receives them
from but may lack records of where a hospital’s
patients have been if they had intervening stays at
home. In this way, hospitals may be unknowingly
linked to each other.

TABLE 1—Multivariate Associations Between Social Network Measures and

Hospital Characteristics: Orange County, CA, 2005–2006

Social Network

Measure Covariate

Coefficient

(SD; 95% CI) P (P > t )

Spearman Correlation

Coefficient

In-degree 2005 admissions 0.000096 (0.000034; 0.000027, 0.00017) .008 0.56

In-degree % cancer 21.98 (9.55; 2.44, 41.51) .029 0.61

Out-degree 2005 admissions 0.00014 (0.000029; 0.000085, 0.00020) .001 0.72

Betweenness 2005 admissions 0.0033 (0.0019; –0.00059, 0.0073) .093 0.61

Betweenness % cancer 1061.03 (607.72; –181.91, 2303.96) .091 0.53

Note. CI = confidence interval. Results shown are for the total patient-sharing network at the ‡ 100 patients threshold.
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Additionally, our study identified hospital
characteristics that may predict interconnec-
tivity and, in turn, potential public health in-
tervention targets. High patient sharing was not
limited to the only major academic center in
Orange County. As our study shows, hospital
patient volume was a predictor of intercon-
nectivity, but not a powerful one; having more
patients did not necessarily mean connections
to more hospitals. Not surprisingly, hospitals
with high percentages of cancer patients also
tended to receive patients from many other
hospitals, although this too was not limited to
the academic center. This finding likely reflects
2 facts: cancer treatment facilities are tertiary
care hospitals that receive many referrals, and
a wide range of private-sector hospitals are
increasingly delivering specialty care.

These findings suggest that patient volume
and cancer referrals are part (but not all) of the
patient-sharing picture. Future studies can ex-
plore other potential predictors of high patient
sharing, such as hospital financial relationships.
Nevertheless, without identifying hospital-
based characteristics that strongly and consis-
tently predict patient sharing, regional data
sources that evince actual patient sharing
among hospitals may provide invaluable in-
formation about how patient sharing affects
transmission of pathogens, behaviors, and
(mis)conceptions.

Although studies have evaluated posttransfer
patient outcomes, few have identified factors
leading to patient transfer and sharing. Some
have shown that hospitals transfer patients when
they lack the necessary medical expertise, ser-
vices, or equipment, or when patients lack
adequate insurance.31–36 Others have shown
that a dearth of intensive care unit beds, renal
support services, or other resources (e.g., limited
staffing and expertise, equipment, supplies, and
technological capabilities) drives interhospital
transfers.32,37 Hospitals that tended to send pa-
tients instead of receiving them were more likely
to be smaller and less likely to have a medical
school affiliation or advanced surgical capacity.19

In addition to annual volume and cancer
patient proportion, we found that geographic
proximity was somewhat correlated with 2
hospitals being closely connected, but many
hospitals shared patients with more distant
hospitals (correlation between geodesic and
geographic<100%). Several factors could be

contributing to this state of affairs, such as
referral patterns or fiscal relationships between
hospitals, insurance coverage, and patients
traveling substantial distances to procure dif-
ferent health care services (i.e., hospital shop).

Limitations

Our study has several limitations. First, data
were from a limited time period; it is unclear
how patient sharing may change over longer
periods of time. Second, the population was
limited to patients with a unique identifier that
enabled tracking across hospitals, but 25%
of patients (half of whom were newborns)
lacked this identifier, potentially leading to
underestimations of patient sharing. Third, this
study only assessed a limited number of hos-
pital characteristics. Data on other characteris-
tics and factors that may affect patient sharing
(e.g., financial and legal data; greater details
on health care services offered, such as types
of cancer treatments; and size and composition
of hospital staff) were unavailable. Further
work may examine how well these and other
characteristics can predict patient sharing and
serve as surrogates for more complicated social
networking measures. Finally, the generaliz-
ability of our findings to other counties is
unclear, although a large diversity of hospital
types and sizes were represented.

Conclusions

Hospitals in Orange County, California, were
highly and heterogeneously interconnected
with each other, such that different hospitals
influenced the network in different ways. Ap-
plying social network principles and constructs
to a region’s hospitals may assist public health
officials, policymakers, hospital administrators,
and researchers in designing interventions to
monitor and control diseases. j
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